So far largely unnoticed, a right-wing extremist current within the rock music oriented subculture of Japan can be observed. This subcultural phenomenon bears resemblance in appearance to a phenomenon that is commonly referred to as 'right-wing rock' (Rechtsrock) 
Introduction
By the end of the 1970s in Britain, an ideological shift had become evident within parts of the rock music-oriented subculture. Mainly within the punk and skinhead subcultures several bands put forward lyrics containing glorification of violence, xenophobic or racist thoughts, and, in some cases, genuine admiration for fascist ideologies-topics that until then had been absent in rock music, 1 which, in the aftermath of the hippie and the student movements, generally had been considered to be a conciliatory style of music. Undoubtedly, who was most prominent in this new reactionary current within rock music was the English band Skrewdriver, whose founder and vocalist Ian Stuart Donaldson (1957-93) played a crucial role in shaping the musical style, as well as the ideological character, of what would soon become the right-wing extremist faction of the skinhead subculture (Farin 1997: 214-217) . By the early 1980s, Skrewdriver had created a raw style of punk rock characterised by a violent imagery and lyrics that convey racist and white supremacist thought and refer to the ideology of National Socialism. Popular within certain spheres of the rock music-oriented subculture and fuelled by growing antiimmigrant sentiments, an array of bands similar to Skrewdriver appeared, first in the United Kingdom (UK), and soon after in most countries of the European West, in North America and Australia, in several South American and later also in some Eastern European countries. In Germany, this phenomenon came to attract significant attention by parts of the mass media in the early 1990s, when in the wake of the German reunification a series of pogrom-like xenophobic riots occurred (Farin 1995: 6) . Primarily owing to the German tabloid press, the resulting discourse was dominated by a preoccupation with alleged brutalisation of youth culture. Relying on catchwords like 'youth violence' and 'extremism', the violent surge of a xenophobic and racist social climate was primarily ascribed to marginal groups within youth subculture (Häusler 2002: 263-264) . In particular, the conspicuous presence of skinheads at neo-Nazi rallies substantiated suspicion that the right-wing extremist attitudes and violent behaviour in some youths had to be explained for the main part by the fomenting effects of a certain type of rock music. To denominate this type of rock music, the term 'Rechtsrock' was coined; a term that found its way into common language in German-speaking countries and that can be roughly translated as 1 Although widely regarded as the first time that racist ideas emerged in modern popular music, Michael
Wade posits that the roots of this development can be traced back to the southern United States of the 1960s, when, in the advent of desegregation, various heavily racist songs were recorded by the country musician Johnny Rebel (2007).
'right-wing rock'. 2 Although there are terms like 'Rock Against Communism' 3 (RAC) or the French equivalent 'Rock identitaire français' 4 (RIF) used by rightwing extremist subculture members themselves to refer to this type of music, outside the German-speaking region there is probably no term like 'Rechtsrock' that found its way into general language use. Furthermore, chances are that the term 'Rechtsrock' reflects a perception of the musical phenomenon that is specific to the German-speaking region-a perception that to some extent is rooted in the region's approach to its own history.
Although so far largely unnoticed, 5 a current that bears a strong resemblance in appearance to the type of rock music described above can also be found within the rock music-oriented subculture of Japan. A number of Japanese bands have adopted the style and sound pattern of mainly British bands of the right-wing extremist subculture and have blended it with Japanese nationalistic symbolism. On the basis of a substantial compilation of lyrics of relevant bands, the present discussion strives to clarify if this striking resemblance can also be located in terms of the ideological contents. Using the method of lyrics content analysis, I will examine whether this musical phenomenon can be defined as a Japanese form of right-wing rock. In doing so, I will deliberate to what extent the concept of right-wing rock can be applied to comparable phenomena outside the German-speaking region.
This paper is divided into four sections: beginning with an approximate definition of right-wing extremism and conservatism, followed by an overview of the textual specifics of right-wing rock, the core of the present enquiry is a lyrics content analysis carried out in two steps. The first is an analysis of the ideo-linguistic inventory of the lyrics. On the basis of a word count, the essential aspects of the terminology of the music in question are determined. Exemplified by quotations from the analysed lyrics, it will be shown how a particular vocabulary is used to construct a nationally and/or racially defined collective identity. Furthermore, the section about the vocabulary discusses various forms of agitation that come up in the analysed lyrics. Using the symbol of the cherry blossom as an example, an analysis of the historical references that can be found in the lyrics will be conducted. In the second step, two particular themes and topical elements of the lyrics are discussed in greater detail: for one, the way the examined lyrics deal with Japan's wartime past will be presented. For the other, concepts of violence and maleness that are conveyed in the analysed lyrics will be discussed. These two steps of the content analysis lead up to the fourth section, which delivers a concluding assessment of the phenomenon in question.
Preliminaries: Rightist ideologies and right-wing rock
When speaking about the emergence of a political current within contemporary popular culture, it is necessary to specify a few terms that are of importance for the subject of enquiry. As the term 'right-wing rock' is based on the proposition that the two antipodal terms 'left' and 'right' can serve as a means to evaluate political phenomena, some of the fundamental characteristics of rightist ideologies shall be discussed below. In this respect the characteristics of right-wing extremism are of particular relevance since right-wing rock is usually seen as a popular cultural or countercultural expression of right-wing extremism. Some of the attitudes that are expressed in the lyrics analysed can probably not be grasped entirely without some previous information about the specifics of right-wing extremism in Japan. Therefore, such an overview shall be added to the general definition of the characteristics of right-wing extremism. Furthermore, a delineation of the type of rock music that the present discussion relates to will be given by introducing the ideological qualities that constitute right-wing rock.
Localising right-wing extremism So far there is no academic consensus on the comprehension of right-wing extremism, which for the main part is due to the fact that right-wing extremism cannot be grasped as a single ideological system. Taking into account the plethora of different ideologies and sometimes diverging aims of right-wing extremist parties, organisations, or individuals, it has to be conceived as a complex phenomenon. The following definition cannot make allowance for this complexity, but rather serves as a specification of the comprehension of right-wing extremism that the subsequent discussion of song lyrics is based on.
A common ground of rightist ideologies can be found in what Oliver H. Woshinsky describes as the idea of 'justifiable inequalities ' (2008: 150) . According to Woshinsky, in the eyes of rightists, the leftist notion of equal relationships between humans makes no sense. They argue that some people do deserve more than others-either because they work harder and contribute more to society or because they are superior people. In this respect, rightist ideologies differ among themselves mainly in terms of the grounds on which they maintain the idea of inequality. Conservatism justifies inequality by stressing the notion of diligence and sloth, i.e. the conviction that through effort anyone can gain wealth and power and the majority of those who do not are not ambitious enough (ibid.: 150-152). Right-wing extremist concepts of inequality, in contrast, are first and foremost based on the idea of the superiority of certain innate qualities that only a small proportion of humankind possesses (ibid.: 154).
Stefan von Hoyningen-Huene states that in the context of right-wing extremism, inequality has to be understood in terms of 'not of equal worthiness', which becomes manifest in beliefs such as racism or ethnocentrism. These beliefs may go along with ideas of social Darwinism, i.e. convictions that the stronger or better will prevail, whereas at a larger scale these ideas sometimes dominate the way in which relationships between nations or peoples are perceived (von Hoyningen-Huene 2003: 27-28) . Nationalism, the construct of definitively separated nations, is a fundamental element of right-wing extremist ideologies, which may involve the aggrandisement of one's own nation. Within national borders, nationalist thought in many cases leads to the denial of the existence of individual interest, while the idea of national coherence comes to the fore. Utilising the argument that the members of a nation intrinsically share the same interests, sometimes democracy is displaced by an authoritarian form of government (ibid.: 28).
One prominent feature of right-wing extremist ideologies is a particular approach to history that tends to romanticise the pre-industrial age but rejects the social developments of modern history such as pluralism, individualism, liberalism, or emancipatory ideas (Bergmann 1994: 189) . One characteristic of right-wing extremist approaches to history is the preoccupation with topics related to war, whereas one's own nation's involvement into wars is often glorified or trivialised by right-wing extremists, who oftentimes hold a disposition for revisionist thoughts (von Hoyningen-Huene 2003: 28) . Moreover, right-wing extremism features a certain stance on violence that is reflected in a demand for violence on the part of executive authority, the general approval of violence as a means to resolve conflict, and sometimes also personal willingness to resort to violence (ibid.).
Right-wing extremist thought may consist of one or more of the elements mentioned above, but it does not necessarily include all of them. Ideas of inequality in connection with the affirmation of violence are often cited as the main features of right-wing extremism. Nationalistic or chauvinistic attitudes embody popular aspects of right-wing thoughts. However, in some cases right-wing extremism cannot solely be determined by thoughts of inequality, nationalistic ideas, or the approval of violence. With regard to the present discussion it seems appropriate to apply a broader definition of right-wing extremism, since some of the bands examined do not display glorification of or calls for violence, but still can be defined as right-wing extremist by the authoritarian or revisionist attitudes they hold. What can be revealed in advance is that the lyrics of only a few bands suggest a clear-cut rightwing extremist conviction, whereas the majority of the bands convey messages that indicate a rather vague right-wing extremist position. Furthermore, the boundary between conservatism and right-wing extremism is sometimes not clear. The lyrics examined do not solely contain arguments that should be assigned to the far-right section of the political spectrum, but rather can also be found in more moderate conservative spheres of public discourse.
Japanese right-wing extremism
It is safe to assume that the ideological elements specified above are also the basis of Japanese right-wing extremism. One fundamental specific of Japanese right-wing extremism is the belief that the Japanese Imperial Family is of divine descent. This particular world view is for the main part derived from the mythological accounts of the Kojiki 古事記 and the Nihonshoki 日本書紀 (or Nihongi 日本紀), two early 8th-century chronicles that describe Japan as a unique land of gods and depict the legendary first emperor, Jinmu-Tennō 神武天皇, and indirectly also his subjects, i.e. the Japanese people, as descendants of the sun goddess Amaterasu 天照 (Antoni 1998: 34-35; Nawrocki 1998: 21-22) . The conviction that the inviolability of imperial holiness provides the basis for the Japanese nation can be viewed as the common ground of the various right-wing extremist factions of Japan.
Post-war Japanese right-wing extremist tendencies were significantly influenced by the Japan-United States (US) relationship, an issue that is also of importance regarding some of the lyrics examined. The majority of right-wing extremist organisations that formed during the post-war period saw themselves as allies of the US, bonded by the common intention to combat communism and Japan's geographical proximity to the former Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China. According to a publication of the Uyoku-mondai kenkyū-kai 右翼問題研究会 (Research Society on Right-wing Extremism), nowadays these factions-which in Japanese are commonly summarised as shinbei-hankyō 親 米 反 共 (pro-American and anticommunist)-advocate the continuation of the US-Japan Security Treaty 6 but call for the revision of the Japanese Constitution, 7 which they regard as imposed upon the Japanese people by the occupation forces (Uyoku-mondai kenkyū-kai 2006: 111) .
In response to the protest movement against the US-Japan Security Treaty, which was carried out predominantly by left-wing student associations, in the early 1960s Japan saw the arrival of an academic far-right movement that followers refer to as Minzoku-ha 民族派 (ethnic faction) but is usually known to the general public by the name Shin-uyoku 新右翼 (The New Right), a label coined by the Japanese mass media as an equivalent to the so-called Shin-sayoku 新左翼 (The New Left).
8 This new far-right camp criticised the notion of anti-communism as overstated within the Japanese right-wing and instead put forward the idea of a national revolution. At the same time, the New Right tended to be rather dissident and opposed the (political) establishment (ibid.: 112-113). The break away from the pro-American far-right induced the diversification of the right-wing extremist spectrum. Currently the socalled New Right incorporates a plurality of different factions that distinguish themselves for the most part by anti-American attitudes and are to some extent critical of capitalism. They tend to comment on current affairs and in doing so try to influence public discourse.
Right-wing rock
As indicated at the beginning of the present paper, the term 'right-wing rock' has to be understood to some extent as the product of a short-term media-hype. Thus, it has to be taken into account that the term does not originate from a sober-minded discourse. Nevertheless, the term 'right-wing rock', unlike other denominations such as the rather euphemistic 'Rock Against Communism', seems to be most appropriate for the discussion of the present musical phenomenon. That is to say that besides a distinctive style of music, the term 'right-wing rock' comprises a particular range of ideological contents and topical elements. This assumption may still require in-depth transnational analysis, but regardless of certain particularities that stem from the respective regional, historical, or cultural background, right-wing rock implies a range of common lyrical features that can arguably be determined by the following: 9 7 The Japanese Constitution came into force in 1947 and has never been changed since. Because it was written under the supervision of the occupation forces, the Japanese right-wingers in particular argue that the Constitution was inflicted upon Japan by those who emerged victorious from World War II, and it should therefore be either radically revised or invalidated altogether. In this regard, especially Article Nine of the Constitution, by which Japan renounced belligerence and agreed not to maintain armed forces, has repeatedly been criticised as the outcome of 'victor's justice'.
 One vital element of right-wing rock is the idea of nation, which, for instance, is reflected in the worship of national symbols, the propagation of national myths, or the self-identification with archaic cultures or peoples. In the context of right-wing rock, the term 'nation' is usually closely connected to ideas of race or culture.
 Right-wing rock aims at constructing and maintaining collective identities, usually by utilising the idea of a cohesive in-group that is often delineated as the vanguard of a national movement.
 This elitist notion of in-group solidarity is often based on the demarcation against 'the Other', which usually results in hostility. In this respect right-wing rock tends to condemn disadvantaged groups, which is often reflected in xenophobic, racist, or sometimes homophobic lyrics.
 Lyrics of right-wing rock sometimes contain glorification of violence, and violence is largely praised as a means to resolve conflict. This may present itself in overt advocation of the rule of force but sometimes involves more subtle approvals of violence. What is noteworthy in this regard is the overwhelmingly positive interpretation of war. War is depicted as a desirable impetus for technical as well as social progress.
 In addition, ideas of violence and war are the defining factors in the conception of masculinity represented in the lyrics of right-wing rock. Masculinity is associated with attributes such as honour, pride, or vigour. Women, however, are nearly absent in right-wing rock. Merely a few female musicians take part in the scene, and women are scarcely represented in the lyrics of right-wing rock.
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 Moreover, right-wing rock is characterised by anti-modernism. While social ideas of modern history are dismissed as moral degenerations, certain eras of the past are glorified. Especially National Socialism or similar authoritarian or militaristic forms of government, but sometimes also pre-modern eras, are used as guidelines for social or governmental utopias.
The sample of lyrics
The sample of lyrics that form the basis of the present lyrical content analysis was compiled in the course of approximately five years. During that time the majority of relevant lyrics could be gathered mainly because the musical phenomenon in question can be found within relatively limited spheres of Japanese rock music-oriented subculture. Many of the bands examined in the present discussion frequently play concerts together, and their music appeals to similar audiences. Besides being recognisable in most cases by a self-representation that is modelled on Western right-wing rock bands, these bands, as will be shown, share a distinctive vocabulary that is sometimes also reflected in the titles of their albums. In order to allow for linguistic comparability, the examined sample of lyrics is exclusively compiled of lyrics written, for the main part, in Japanese. Even though a few bands, such as Gruesome or Ikazuchi 雷 may be representative for the present phenomenon, they are unaccounted for in the following analysis because their lyrics are written in English. Another decisive choice for the compilation process of the sample was the aim to include many different bands. In doing so, a sample of 180 lyrics by 25 bands or interpreters was compiled, using 37 sound carriers that were published between 1988 and 2010. 11 This may not allow a complete examination of the musical phenomenon in question, but still a substantial one.
Lyrical content analysis through a word count While translating the lyrics, it gradually became evident that they feature a largely similar vocabulary that serves as a basis for a certain range of topics. The upcoming discussion is to show that it is precisely this common word choice, as well as the focus on particular topics, that integrates the examined bands as a subcultural entity in the sense of right-wing rock. As the first step of the lyrical content analysis, on the basis of a word count, important key words and other terms frequently mentioned in the sample of lyrics are determined. A selection of these terms is displayed in Table 1 below. Regarding the method of the word count it should be noted that the analysis includes mainly words that consist of a single Chinese character. In the case of words that consist of two or more Chinese characters the Chinese characters are assigned to the respective term. That is to say that for instance in the case of the noun tōshi 闘志 (will to fight) the two components tatakai 闘 (fight) and kokorozashi 志 (will) are assigned to the corresponding term. Such compounds are listed in the right column of Table 1 . The linguistic properties of the lyrics
In the following section, the use of vocabulary within the lyrics will be discussed by utilising some of the terms determined in the word count. Exemplified by quotations that illustrate the specific connotations of frequently used terms, the ideo-linguistic contents of this type of rock music will be analysed.
The polarisation of in-group and out-group: Warera and yatsura
The Japanese personal pronoun 'ware' 我 (I) is the word most frequently used in the sample of lyrics, including the possessive pronoun 'waga' 我が (mine/our) and the personal pronoun 'warera' 我ら/我等 (we). Such frequent use of the various forms of 'ware' indicates a high degree of self-centredness since unlike English grammar that usually requires a subject to form a sentence, in Japanese the subject is often omitted. The self-centredness of the examined type of rock music is also reflected in the emphasis on the idea of an in-group. This in-group (usually 'warera') is, however, in most cases only vaguely outlined, i.e. it is not clear whom it involves. This somewhat open constitution of the in-group may facilitate the creation of a feeling of belonging among broader parts of the audience. Nevertheless, as will become clear, the in-group is mainly limited to people of Japanese descent who embody what is regarded as the 'right spirit'. Furthermore, the in-group is usually portrayed as an exclusively male brigade that is characterised by callousness and readiness to combat. Thus qualities are attributed to the in-group that, following the inner logic of the lyrics, can be perceived as outstanding, which makes affiliation something special. Apart from being based on such positive portrayals of one's own collective, the conception of the in-group is often constructed against non-members, i.e. the outgroup. In this case the delineation of the in-group (warera) rests on the demarcation against the out-group usually referred to as 'yatsura' 奴ら (slightly derogative for 'they' or 'the others'). This antagonistic conception of 'we' against 'them' is a determinative element throughout the sample of lyrics and is for example expressed as follows: 
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Interestingly enough, with the exception of a few lyrics that involve explicit concepts of the in-group's enemies, the out-group (yatsura) is outlined as vaguely as the in-group (warera). The notion of 'them' is first and foremost based on 'others that do not belong to us'. In this regard the lyrics are to a certain degree open to the individual interpretations of the listener and may serve as an outlet for personal animosities. Having said this, it must be noted that not any random subject can be assigned to the out-group as the following lyrics show:
The red-hot Hinomaru we take into our hearts/ The burning spirit here and now/ We believe only in victory/ Punch their teeth in with your fist of anger/ Stand your ground on the windswept soil/ Run on with your blood-splattered fist to the never-ending battle/ 'til victory is in your hands/ Once again the spirit flames up as you confront your next enemy/ Like the burning sun/ Like a blood-thirsty beast [...] (Raiya 雷矢 2005: "Owari naki tatakai" 終わりなき戦い [The Never-ending Battle]).
12 All quotations of lyrics were translated by the author. Moreover, the citations of song lyrics are treated like citations from literary sources. The parentheses following each song lyric citation contain the band name, the year of release, and the song title, followed by the translation of the song title in brackets. In the discography at the end of this paper a list of all records used for the analysis can be found. However, the song titles are not listed separately, but the record containing the respective song can be found by the year of release.
What can be deduced from this passage, although it is up to the listener to decide who the enemy is, is that the out-group is at least vaguely defined since those who take the Hinomaru (the Japanese flag) into their hearts and believe in victory are contrasted against those who get their teeth punched in. By setting apart the in-group through the motive of national pride these lyrics gain an ideological importance that exceeds mere indulgence in fantasies of violence. Another way of integrating the listeners into the in-group is to directly address them. Using either the colloquial, but sometimes derogative personal pronoun, 'omae' お前 (you) or the, in modern language use, rather rough 'kisama' 貴様 (you) in many lyrics suggests to the listener that he or she has a common interest with the in-group. Consequently the second person singular is also defined in contrast to the others (yatsura): 
One heart, one soul: Kokoro and tamashii
Contrary to what one might expect, the examined type of rock music is characterised not only by depictions of relentless, hard-boiled manhood, but sometimes also by romanticism. Of particular note in this regard are the two terms 'kokoro' 心 (heart/mind/spirit) and 'tamashii' 魂 (soul/spirit). According to Klaus Antoni, in most cases 'kokoro' means 'heart' in a metaphorical rather than a biological sense (2004) . Rather than the actual organ, which in Japanese is usually referred to by the medical term 'shinzō' 心臓, 'kokoro' bears the meaning of 'heart' in spiritual or psychological terms. Although in the examined lyrics the terms 'kokoro' and 'tamashii' are often used synonymously, 'kokoro' is imagined as intrinsically connected to the human body. Often the heart (kokoro) is portrayed as a force that overrides the human consciousness and is seen as the cause for actions that the lyrical subject perceives as outside of its control. That is to say that individual as well as collective actions in many cases are motivated not by external circumstances, but rather by a 'call from the heart'. As reflected in the following lyrics, the heart (kokoro) is often viewed as the only source of earnest convictions: Another term that is central to the vocabulary of the analysed lyrics is 'tamashii', which can be translated as 'soul' or 'spirit'. This term is generally used in a similar context as 'heart' (kokoro) but tends to transcend the sphere of the individual.
Initially meaning a soul inherent in living things, in the lyrics tamashii is portrayed as a spiritual entity that simultaneously rests within the individual and the collective. Through the innate soul the individual is inescapably tied to a greater spiritual collective that is usually defined as the 'Japanese soul' or the 'Japanese spirit' (yamatodamashii 大和魂, a term that shall be discussed shortly). The use of the terms 'heart' (kokoro) and 'soul' (tamashii) reflects the idea that both should be of an original, un-depraved condition:
Your heart is clear/ Unleash your vitality/ Polish your innocent heart/ 13 Your heart is calm/ Unleash your vitality/ Polish your innocent heart/ Now!/ Swear to go our way until your life is over/ Set fire to your chest/ The truth lies within the heart [. The topos of bodily fire that comes up in the above quotation (set fire to your chest) and is also reflected in the title of the song is frequently mentioned along with the idea of the 'heart' and the 'soul'. This becomes manifest in the often used lofty expression 'tamashii o moyasu' 魂を燃やす(to inflame the soul/the spirit), which normally appears in imperative form as the following examples demonstrate: In addition, it can be noted that terms related to fire usually have a positive connotation throughout the sample of lyrics. Fire is represented as a salutary, cathartic element and sometimes also acts as a metaphor for Japan, the 'land of fire'. This metaphor can be found for instance in a song by the band Strong Style titled "Hi no kuni" 火の国 (The Land of Fire), which may allude to the volcanism of Japan. In this song, a mystical power inherent to Japan that eliminates all kinds of evil is evoked, which makes it worth quoting at length:
Our accursed enemies are the drug dealers/ Controlled by the devil they seduce children/ Their black bellies are swelling while the children lose the purity of their eyes/ Moneycrazed the people lose sight of the heart/ Although already drowning in wealth, they keep 13 It is not clear, and to some extent open to individual interpretation, if there is another, more metaphysical dimension to this verse. What is translated here as 'innocent heart' (mushin no kokoro 無心の心) might also refer to the Zen Buddhist concept of mushin 無心 that is often translated as 'no-mind' (or 'nomindedness') and that broadly speaking describes a transethical state of mind that is free from discrimination (Döll 2010: 84-85 ). 14 Since there was no lyrics sheet available, all lyrics of the band Bull the Buffalos were gathered by listening.
Although this was done very carefully in co-operation with a Japanese native speaker, mistakes cannot be ruled out entirely.
[hoarding] on and on/ We must not leave our future to devils masked as humans/ Don't overlook their evil deeds!/ Don't lose sight of our enemies!/ Yamato! Land of fire! Keep on burning for all eternity/ Burn to nothing all that is depraved (Strong Style 2001: "Hi no kuni").
The term 'Yamato' 大和, which is used as a name for Japan in the above lyrics, leads to another essential term of the type of rock music under consideration: 'yamatodamashii', the 'Japanese soul' or the 'Japanese spirit', reflects the idea of a spiritual entity that transcends the individual to an even stronger degree than 'heart' (kokoro) or 'soul' (tamashii). Often cited by the Japanese far-right, the term 'yamatodamashii' expresses the notion that the Japanese people share a specific selfcontained national spirit, which can arguably be compared to the German Romantic idea of 'Volksgeist'. The component 'yamato' dates back to the Yamato Kingdom that in the 3rd century AD, from an area located in today's Nara prefecture, expanded to large parts of the Japanese archipelago as well as parts of the Korean peninsula (Brown 1993: 108-144) . John W. Dower states that in the context of the word composition 'yamatodamashii', the term 'yamato' has to be seen in connection with a particular mythological world view, since national myths name Yamato as the place where in 660 BC the alleged first emperor, Jinmu-Tennō, founded the imperial line (2002: 317). Saitō Shōji 斎藤正二, who examines the idea of 'yamatodamashii' from a historical perspective, points out that since 1945 the concept has been mostly associated with ideas of Japanese expansionist militarism (1972: 3-4). However, it can be traced back to the Heian period (784-1185 AD), when 'yamatodamashii' had an entirely different meaning and was used to describe feminine or peaceful traits. The fact that ideas of belligerence adhere to the modern conception of 'yamatodamashii' is mainly due to its reinterpretation by thinkers of the kokugaku 国学 (national studies) who, from the late 18th century onwards, studied the remains of classical Japanese literature and blended the term with militaristic thought (ibid.: 4). Nishikawa Yoshimitsu 西川吉光 notes that it was especially around the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-95) that 'yamatodamashii' was propagated in terms of a soldierly spirit (2010: 5) . This militant conception of the term played a significant role in Japanese propaganda during the Pacific War (1941-45)-which is probably the reason why the term is still present in today's nationalistic rhetoric-and served as a basis of the doctrine that Japan will win the war through spiritual superiority. In the examined lyrics yamatodamashii is often portrayed as the ethos of the forefathers and comes up primarily where the necessity of a return to lost values is claimed:
Where did the magnificent Japanese spirit go that made us fight the abominable great The urge to fight is portrayed as the essence of Japanese nature, and the Japanese invasion of Asia, as well as the Pacific War, is glorified as a rebellion against Western powers (an often used topic that will be discussed in further detail below). Other lyrics that worship fallen Japanese soldiers suggest that the self-sacrifice of the war generation obliges the people of today to be loyal towards yamatodamashii: Bringing the above examinations to a conclusion, it can be asserted that the two terms 'kokoro' (heart) and 'tamashii' (soul) serve as means to convey ideologically loaded messages. The listener is not addressed by bringing forward arguments, but is rather subliminally urged on an emotional basis to identify with the in-group. The in-group is first and foremost defined by a common 'soul' or 'spirit' that sets it apart from the others (yatsura). What is important in this regard is that the soul is conceptualised as simultaneously metaphysical and carnal. In the lyrics the display of ideas is usually accompanied by impetuous bodily processes, and human thinking is described as regulated by the body. Thus the mind is subordinate to the body. Moreover kokoro and tamashii are sometimes portrayed as irrepressible forces that take control of their bearer. Therefore, individual as well as collective convictions do not result from autonomous opinion formation but are innate qualities. Likewise, the historically loaded term 'yamatodamashii' is used to suggest that the body of thought presented in the lyrics is inherent in members of the Japanese people. Accordingly, those who contravene the Japanese soul wage a futile struggle against their own nature. Sometimes the proposal to identify with yamatodamashii is linked to threats, since those who act in opposition to their alleged Japanese nature are regarded as members of the others (yatsura), who are often threatened. In this connection the others are for instance described as 'soulless' (tamashii naki 魂なき):
Patriots are like the blossoms of the mountain cherry/ Unnoticed by the people they blossom, fall and die/ The only thing that never ceases is veracity/ The pride sprung from our fatherland/ Strike down the soulless with the sledgehammer/ The only thing we aim forthe beheading of you bastards [.
Pride in the bloodstream: Chi and hokori
One essential feature of the imagery that the collective identity of the type of rock music under consideration is based on is the idea of a blood bond, which is reflected in the frequent usage of the terms 'chi' 血 (blood) and 'chishio' 血潮/血汐 (bloodstream). Blood comes up primarily in the context of two topical fields. First, blood is portrayed as the bodily element that is responsible for human aggression. Second, by singing about blood the lineage of the in-group is glorified and sometimes a racially defined line of descent is constructed. By emphasising the notion of ancestry and the inheritance of blood, certain obligations to the Japanese nation are suggested to the listener. Furthermore, the aggression that is thought to emanate from the blood is in many cases interpreted as a result of inheritance:
In The disposition to bellicosity expressed in these quotations resembles the concept of 'yamatodamashii' examined above. The will to fight is portrayed as innate to the 'Japanese spirit' within all Japanese people and is also passed on genetically through blood. On the basis of the rationale that due to their blood bond the Japanese people are destined to fight, a lineage of warriors is constructed that ranges from ancient times to the present. In this connection it is suggested to the listeners that, in addition to a common spirit, they are bonded by blood to various martial archetypes from the past, which involves warriors from pre-modern periods, as well as soldiers from the 20th century, such as the pilots of the tokkōtai 特攻隊 (special attack units) that are better known as 'kamikaze pilots' outside of Japan:
The blood of the Yamato warriors runs also through your veins [...] (Strong Style 2001: "Sokoku no tame ni").
The peace that we have today in our fatherland we owe to you/ We are proud that the same blood is running through our veins/ Having held his newborn child not even once the young soldier flew away/ To save the children of tomorrow, he sacrificed his own body The latter quotation involves an idea of 'pride' (hokori 誇り) that is based on an alleged blood bond with the soldiers of the Pacific War. Furthermore, being proud of one's blood is sometimes declared as the common ground of the in-group, as the following quotation illustrates:
There's pride in the red blood that's running through your veins/ In this unruly world we hold on to our will of iron under the waving flag of loyalty/ As long as we have honour, glory, and will/ We inflame our spirit and sacrifice our blood/ Such racially defined representations of collectivity can be seen as an attempt to integrate the listener into the in-group by stressing the notion of lineage. The manner in which the term 'blood' is related to concepts such as 'pride' (hokori), 'honour' (meiyo 名誉), or 'glory' (eikō 栄光) is a reminder of the symbolism of the international right-wing extremist organisation Blood & Honour. Founded in 1987 by the aforementioned vocalist of the English band Skrewdriver, Donaldson, the organisation continues to have a strong influence on right-wing rock, especially in Europe, but also in other regions (Raabe 2008: 88) . Donaldson is reported to have had some influence on the formation of the Japanese right-wing rock scene. 16 A relatively obvious reference to Blood & Honour appears on the album of the band Bull the Buffalos that features a song called "Chi to meiyo" 血と名誉 (Blood and Honour):
Blood and honour!/ We won't let them snatch away our beloved fatherland/ Bring back the purity along with the unrelenting spirit/ Take the courage to fight against the looming foreign powers/ Don't forget the pride of being Japanese and protect yourselves/ Your swelling hot bloodstream is the proof of the Japanese spirit/ Blood and honour! [...] (Bull the Buffalos 1993: "Chi to meiyo").
Noteworthy in this respect is that although mentioned as often as 81 times in the examined lyrics, both the verb 'hokoru' 誇る (to be proud) and the corresponding noun 'hokori' (pride) are otherwise rarely used in Japanese. While in other languages such as English or German the phrase 'to be proud' may be used without giving it much thought, in Japanese 'hokoru' carries a rather negative connotation and is normally used with the meaning of 'boasting' or 'acting superciliously'. The consistently positive usage of pride in the type of rock music under consideration indicates that, along with musical style and fashion, some Western concepts were adopted. This might be due to the fact that most of the bands take British skinhead music as a stylistic guideline. As Florian Sieber points out, within the several currents of the skinhead subculture the term 'pride' holds a central position. Initially predominantly used in terms of 'working-class pride', in the course of the secession of nationalist and right-wing extremist groups, 'pride' was re-interpreted in the sense of 'national pride' (Sieber 2008: 155) . Working-class pride or a cult of proletarian imagery, which are vital elements of the many shades of Western skinhead music, are absent in the examined type of rock music. Here pride comes up exclusively in the contexts of national or racial belonging: While the term 'blood' is used with a positive connotation throughout the lyrics, it should be mentioned that in Japan blood is usually connected to ideas of impurity and maculation. This principle, referred to as 'kegare' 穢れ, to some extent defines blood as taboo (Vollmer 2006) .
Stand up to protect:
Me o sameru, tachiagaru, tachimukau, mamoru, and torimodosu
The lyrics of the type of rock music under consideration are in part characterised by agitation. What is of importance in this respect is the word 'ima' 今 (now), through which a particular urgency is conveyed. In the examined lyrics the present times are frequently depicted as a misguided age in which the state of affairs is gradually going from bad to worse, with Japan and the Japanese people teetering on the brink of the abyss and where immediate action is necessary: In many lyrics this complexity of today's reality appears to stem from a planned deception of the public by politics and the media, which is expressed through the term 'itsuwari' 偽り (deceit/scam). This term is ascribed to a vaguely defined ruling class referred to as 'shihaisha' 支配者 (those in control): The argument that the Japanese public is being tricked by diverse powers within and outside of Japan serves as a basis for agitation and is often accompanied by a call to wake up from illusion or lethargy. This call becomes manifest in the use of the signal word '(me o) sameru' 目を覚める/醒める (to wake up/to come to one's senses). Such awakening implies the recognition of the deceit, as it is described in the lyrics. However, mere recognition of the deceit is not regarded as enough, so in a second step of agitation the audience is incited to rebellion, which is often reflected in the two signal words 'tachiagaru' 立ち上がる (to rise/to stand up) and 'tachimukau' 立ち向かう(to resist/to fight against):
Where is my Japan going?/ My Japan is going to rack and ruin/ Fatherland Japan is crying/ Wake our fatherland Japan The latter of the above quotations contains a term that leads to another form of agitation: following the appeals to awaken and stand up, the audience is told to protect or defend certain material and immaterial values. The two signal words 'mamoru' 守る/護る (to protect) and 'mamorinuku' 守り抜く/護り抜く(to protect to the end) suggest that the protection of Japan and her people and culture lies in the hands of the in-group. This kind of defensive attitude that aims to protect what is considered to be unadulterated Japanese culture against foreign influence is emphasised throughout large parts of the examined lyrics and is for instance expressed as follows:
We Another concept that is of importance in this context is the restoration of certain values or ideas, which is articulated through the signal word 'torimodosu' 取り戻す (to restore/to regain). While the term 'mamoru' (to protect), which is exemplified by the above quotation, comes up where it is considered necessary to protect or conserve certain values that are imagined to be in danger of going astray, 'torimodosu' reflects a call to bring back values that are thought to be lost already. Such lost values mentioned are for instance the pride of belonging to the Japanese people, a distinctive 'national character', and the sovereignty of the in-group (warera) over Japan: The desire to restore an ideal state of affairs that is believed to have existed in an unascertained past becomes manifest in many of the examined lyrics. The globalisation of culture, as reflected especially in the last of the above quotations, is apprehended as a threat to one's own identity. Particularly the adoption of American culture (by Japanese youth) is viewed as a betrayal not only of Japanese tradition and culture, but ultimately also of the (Japanese) self.
The evanescence of life: Sakura
As an example of the utilisation of national symbols the Japanese flowering cherry sakura 桜/櫻 shall be discussed below. In the examined lyrics the symbol of the cherry blossom comes up mainly in the context of the topos of the transience of human existence and as an allusion to kamikaze. What has to be noted in advance is that the following considerations of the cherry blossom should be taken primarily against the background of its nationalistic representations in the type of rock music under consideration, but the symbol of the cherry blossom in itself is not necessarily of a nationalistic connotation. Like the term 'yamatodamashii', the symbolism of the cherry blossom has undergone constant change throughout the course of history. According to a study on the Japanese aesthetics of the cherry blossom by Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney, the significance of cherry blossoms initially had a strong connection to the worship of rice, since agrarian beliefs of fertility involved the idea that-in spring, when the cherry trees lose their blossoms-the mountain deity descends to the rice paddies on the falling petals of the cherry blossoms to look after agricultural production (2002: 29) . In classical Japanese literature such as the Man'yōshū 万葉集 (7th-8th century) the symbol of the cherry blossom was still scarcely represented and overshadowed by the motif of the plum blossom, which was adopted from Chinese aesthetics (ibid.: 53). Owing to a shift of the Japanese relationship with China, by the end of the 9th century the development of a particular style came to the fore within Japanese arts (ibid.: 54). By the early 10th century, the cherry blossom in full bloom-as a metaphor for women, splendour, and vitality-became an important motif of Japanese poetry. However, as the literary focus moved from the blooming to the falling of the cherry blossom, the symbol was increasingly associated with the impermanence of life and love-and ultimately also with death (ibid.: 39-40).
This topos of the impermanence of life is also represented in parts of the examined lyrics. Drawing on the motif of falling cherry petals some bands refer to the aesthetical principal of 'mono no aware' 物の哀れ, which can be explained as a quality that evokes a gentle feeling of wistfulness in the appreciation of things that will soon vanish (Parkes 2011) . Particularly some of the lyrics of the band Tettsui stand out in their lyrical style that is characterised by emotional pathos in combination with archaic wording: The symbolism of falling cherry petals played a significant role in the ideological fundament of Japanese militarism from the Meiji Era (1868-1912) onwards. The philosopher Nishi Amane 西周, who played an important role in Japanese modernisation, but who was also a central figure in the development of the modern Japanese military, used the cherry blossom as a metaphor for the positive qualities of the Japanese people. In a series of lectures that laid the foundation for the Imperial Rescript to Soldiers and Sailors of 1882, Nishi proclaimed the superiority of the cherry blossom, arguing that unlike other flowers such as the peony (the emblem of China) or the rose of sharon (the emblem of Korea) it does not stay on the branches until rotten. Nishi's idea that the 'virtue' of the cherry blossom has to be seen in 'not clinging to their blooming' was of relevance as an ideological basis for Japanese militarism since 'dying without clinging to life' (isagiyoku shinu 潔く死ぬ; literally 'dying unsoiled and with integrity') was later propagated by the Japanese state to motivate soldiers to hurl themselves into the fray (Ohnuki-Tierney 2002: 106-107).
18 'Promised Land' is used here to translate the archaic Japanese word mahoroba まほろば that, according to Michael F. Marra, is used in the Kojiki as the name of a land of absolute bliss, which refers to Yamato (2007: 12).
In the examined lyrics the self-sacrifice for the good of the nation is a frequently used topos; dying for the empire however, is explicated in only one song: ' We show you our way of dying!/ We fall with the blossoms, for the Japanese empire [...]' (Ishinsekiseijuku 1999 The allusion to the idea of reincarnation as a cherry blossom gets lost in the above quotation, since the translation of the last verb 'dance up' does not fully encompass the meaning of the Japanese original. Therein the unusual word 'sosorimaichiru' そ そり舞い散る is used-a compound of the three verbs 'sosoru' 唆る (to tower/to arise), 'mau' 舞う (to dance), and 'chiru' (to fall/to die off). In all likelihood, in the context of the above lyrics the verb 'chiru' refers to a falling cherry petal. In addition the precedent verb 'mau' signifies the circling downward motion of a falling cherry petal. Paradoxically, however, this downward motion is at the same time directed up into the sky, which can be interpreted in terms of the resurrection of the spirit. The equation of falling cherry petals and falling soldiers saw its climax during the final stage of the Pacific War when the image of the tokkōtai (special attack units) was glorified by state propaganda. The squadrons sent to Pearl Harbor were also called 'tokkōtai', but they were meant to return after the attack. The kamikaze strategy as such, implying a fatal crash into the enemy, did not come into operation before 1944 (Ohnuki-Tierney 2002: 159) . Admiral Ōnishi Takijirō 大西瀧治郎, the initiator of these suicide missions, utilised the militaristic connotation of the cherry blossom naming all of the nine squadrons that came into operation in the first tokkō-tai attack at the Battle of Leyte Gulf with reference to the cherry blossom (ibid.: 163-164). Of the examined lyrics at least two suggest a reference to one of these squadrons, the Wakazakura-tai 若桜隊 (Corps of the Young Cherry Blossoms):
Beyond the white clouds, across the wide, blue sky fly the red dragonflies with shining eyes/ For the ones they love they wipe away their tears/ The young cherry blossoms who fall with the echo of their engines [...] (Akiakane 秋茜 2004 (Akiakane 秋茜 : "1945 . These two quotations contain several references to kamikaze that are worth further explanation. The image of red fireflies (akatonbo 赤とんぼ) that comes up in the first quotation refers to the popular folk song "Akatonbo". 21 However, as Akiakane point out on their website, 'akatonbo' was also a vernacular name for a type of aircraft that was originally used for training but as a last resort came into operation in tokkōtai attacks (2006) . The second quotation in contrast equates the tokkōtai pilots with the shishi, whereby the idea of a lineage of warriors is supported. Also of relevance in this respect is the expression 'wild eagles' (arawashi 荒鷲), which was used in Japanese wartime propaganda as a name for daredevil pilots. Possibly the band adopted this image from the military song "Arawashi no uta" 22 荒鷲の歌 (Song of the Wild Eagles). Moreover in this quotation the term chigiriki is used in a polysemous manner. In fact, a chigiriki is a flail weapon. However, the depiction of something blooming from it indicates that the term includes another meaning. Presumably the band played on the original meaning of the Chinese characters used in the term 'chigiriki', a compound of 'chigiru' 契 る (to vow) and 'ki' 木 (wood/tree). Given the context that the term is used in, it can be assumed that by 'chigiriki' the band did not only mean the weapon, but also a literal 'tree of the vow'-which can be understood as an allusion to the cherry tree. Without a doubt, the image of 'heroic spirits' (eirei 英霊; actually used as 'spirits of war heroes') 20 The term 'shishi' 志士 (sometimes translated as 'men of high purpose') refers to radical activists of the Bakumatsu Period (1853-68) who tried to repel growing foreign influence through terrorist attacks (Jansen 2002: 326-330 blooming on this tree refers to the idea of the reincarnation of soldiers as cherry blossoms mentioned above.
The reference to the symbolism of the cherry blossom is also of importance because it contains the topical element of youthfulness. The equation of the short-lived cherry blossom and the tokkōtai pilots, who usually died at a very young age, serves as a basis for the embellishment of death. The representation of a heroic selfsacrifice provides a possibility for both the musicians and the audience to indulge in an imagination of daredevilry, heroism, and national pride. What is noteworthy in this regard is that the, in most cases, disastrous outcome of this kind of 'heroism' is by no means excluded in the examined lyrics. Rather the fatality of the tokkōtai pilots is described in detail, as the following lyrics exemplify:
My bones become a cluster bomb/ Even if my life comes to an end, the pride that's blooming in my heart will blossom and scent in all eternity/ Kamikaze!/ At the farthest ends beyond the drifting clouds pure as pure can be the snow is gently falling/ My body becomes a six-foot sword as I hear the requiem of those who'll die/ The wild blooming of the cherry blossom/ A cup of water before I bid farewell/ Even though the actual word 'kamikaze' is mentioned only three times throughout the examined lyrics, kamikaze as a topical element is vital to the type of rock music in question. As the above examinations illustrate, the imagery of falling cherry petals is utilised to allude to the topic in various ways. The tokkōtai attacks are thus romanticised as an act of utmost bravery, whereby in many cases the tokkōtai pilots are idolised and used as objects of identification.
The topical properties of the lyrics
Following the preceding analysis of the linguistic properties of the lyrics, the examinations of the upcoming part shall focus on some of the fundamental topical elements of the subject of enquiry. Two representative topical areas shall be analysed and discussed against the background of quotations from the examined lyrics.
Handling Japan's wartime past: Reinterpretation, justification, and revisionism
As parts of the above examinations have shown, the vocabulary of the type of rock music in question is to some extent characterised by a rhetoric that is borrowed from ideologies that originated before the end of World War II. With a few exceptions the examined bands predominantly concern themselves with topics related to the past. The historical background that the majority of the lyrics refer to spans roughly speaking from the Bakumatsu Period (1853-68) to the end of World War II, whereby the focus of attention lies on the time between the Manchurian Incident (1931) and the end of the Pacific War-a period that is often referred to as Jūgonen-sensō 十五年戦争 (The 15-year War) in academic or left-leaning historiography. That is to say that the examined type of music sports an approach towards history that attaches the biggest importance to wars. As a result many of the examined lyrics debate problems that emerged from war or deal with the question of the accountability of the Japanese wartime generation. Generally speaking three modes of handling Japan's wartime past can be located in the type of rock music under examination. The first is the reinterpretation of both Japan's motivations to go to war and her role as an aggressor. Particularly with regard to the Pacific War, the Japanese actions are often portrayed as defensive warfare. The second mode is the justification of aggression through the reproduction of the idea that Japan was impelled by noble aims. In this manner, mainly the invasion of Asian neighbouring countries is construed as an attempt to free Asia from the subjugation by Western powers. The third mode of handling Japan's wartime past is revisionism, which may imply the discrediting of prevalent historiography or the actual denial of historic events.
In the type of rock music under consideration the reinterpretation of Japan's wartime past is largely based on the notion of victimhood. Rather than the questioning of accountability, many of the lyrics emphasize the hardships of the Japanese soldiers and civil population, which are associated with heroic devotion to one's country and honourable self-abandonment. Arguing that this generation should not have suffered or died in vain, it is suggested to the audience that the ideological legacy of those times has to be sustained. Abandoning or criticising the mentality of this generation is portrayed as a betrayal of the ancestors:
We won't let the tears you shed back then be betrayed/ The Volksgeist of those who were born after everything was over is weakening/ [We however] shall fulfil the mission that was assigned to us by you/ [We pledge] an oath on blood and tears [. Another approach to Japan's wartime past can be found in the emphasis on the idea that her opponents forced Japan into defensive warfare. In this context it is argued that the Japanese military acted merely in purpose of national defence, whereas the tokkōtai attacks were carried out against the background of Japan's natural interest to secure her future. Referring to historical events, the band Ishinsekiseijuku provides an in-depth insight into this kind of view on Japanese warfare, arguing that trapped by the Anglo-Saxon dominated world economy Japan had no other choice but to attack Pearl Harbor: While in this manner Japanese warfare is portrayed as enforced by historical circumstances, some of the examined lyrics contain accusations towards the opponents. In the context of the Pacific War it is first and foremost the US who are held responsible for the war. They are accused of an unfair, invasive warfare, driven by greed. In the example below, topics that are unrelated to the war are mentioned in order to discredit the opponent: A crucial aspect of this quotation is the term 'aggression' (shinryaku 侵略), which is ascribed to the US and is a determinant of the representation of the Japan-US relationship in this music. The US' interference with the Japanese expansion into the Pacific area is generally described as an invasion and the US is defined as the aggressor. Japan's invasion of the neighbouring Asian countries in contrast is not regarded as such. Drawing on militaristic doctrines of justification some of the examined bands explicate Japanese imperialism and expansionism on the basis of honourable causes. One concept that can be understood in these terms is the idea of a war of liberation, which is reflected in the term 'Greater East Asian War' (Daitōa-sensō 大東亜 戦争). Although explicitly mentioned in only one song, the term 'Greater East Asian War' is symptomatic of the prevalent comprehension of Japanese warfare in Asia:
24 Launched in 1907, the War Plan Orange was a strategy to prepare the US Navy for the possibility of a war with Japan, envisaging the capability of moving the entire fleet from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast (Jansen 2002: 449). 25 Named after the then State Secretary Cordell Hull, the Hull Note was a draft for a treaty between the US and Japan that as one condition for the cancellation of the embargo on oil exports to Japan demanded the complete withdrawal of Japanese troops from China and the Indochinese Peninsula (Krebs 2010: 247-248 ). 26 As a reaction to Japan's invasion of Southeast Asia the US, the UK, and the Dutch East-Indies imposed an embargo on Japan in August 1941 (ibid.: 77-90) . 27 This verse is in English in the original. Now, half a century after the end of the Greater East Asian War, the minds of Japanese citizens are still under the occupation of the United States/ The natural order that we maintain is not based on laws or obligations, but traditions that accumulated in the course of the 2000 years of our history [...] On a world map from a century ago Asia is covered with the colours of the imperialist flags of Western countries/ Only white Anglo-Saxons were considered as humans, while Japan advocated racial equality/ But that created even more racial discrimination/ Invasion/ Rape/ Racism/ Manifest Destiny/ In the spirit of hakkō ichiu 28 the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere was planned/ Of the coloured races only one nation stood up against the major powers to break their haughtiness/ Japan's just war initiated the independence of Asia/ After chasing out the West, the world map changed completely/ That heralded the end of the age of imperialism The term 'Greater East Asian War' implies a war waged to unite East Asia into a single empire, which was envisioned as the 'Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere' 29 (Daitōa-kyōeiken 大東亜共栄圏), mentioned in the lyrics above. In a lecture on the intellectual history of Japanese Pan-Asianism, Matsumoto Ken'ichi 松 本健一 argues that the idea of the Greater East Asian War was of vital importance to the justification of the invasion of Asia. According to Matsumoto, the idea of a unified Asia was considerably influenced by the book Tōyō no risō 東洋の理想 (The Ideals of the East, 1903) by Okakura Tenshin 岡倉天心, which contains the phrase 'Asia is one'. This sentence was later utilised as a basis for the idea that the Japanese Imperial Army should consolidate Asia, which will then, spearheaded by Japan, confront the West (Matsumoto 2007: 17) . In this context Matsumoto quotes Takeuchi Yoshimi 竹内好, who after the war criticised the notion of the 'liberation of Asia' as an excuse. In Takeuchi's opinion the war Japan waged in Asia should rather be interpreted against the background of the idea of 'datsua-nyūō' 脱亜入欧 (departing from Asia, approximating Europe). By subjugating the Asian neighbouring countries, Japan tried to accelerate modernisation and eventually became similar to Europe (ibid.).
Since the end of World War II the use of the term 'Daitōa-sensō' is largely avoided for its militaristic associations. The occupation forces recommended to use the term 'Taiheiyō-sensō' 太平洋戦争 (Pacific War) instead (ibid.: 11). However, 28 The compound hakkō ichiu 八紘一宇 (literally 'eight cords under one roof') is derived from the Nihongi, where it comes up in the mythological accounts of Jinmu-Tennō's successful conquest of the aboriginal people of the Japanese islands. By bringing all eight corners ('eight cords') of the archipelago under his rule ('one roof') he fulfilled his heavenly task. In the early 1900s Tanaka Chigaku 田中智学, a scholar of Nichiren Buddhism, deduces from these lines that heaven has appointed one person, Jinmu-Tennō, to unify the world. Tanaka interpreted 'hakkō ichiu' in the sense that it was not just the eight corners of Japan, but moreover the eight corners of the world that should be under the Emperor's rule (Lee 1975: 28-29) . This kind of exegesis of the Nihongi fuelled ideas of expansionism and later hakkō ichiu became a fundamental part of militaristic thought. 29 For a discussion on the ideological foundations of the Great East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere see Duus 2008. since this term focuses on the war between Japan and the US, the term 'AjiaTaiheiyō-sensō' アジア太平洋戦争 (Asia-Pacific War) became standard in recent times in an attempt to emphasise that Japan waged war both in Asia and in the Pacific (Yamazaki 2006: 157-158) . Besides the modes of handling Japan's wartime past that were discussed so far, some lyrics show a tendency towards negationism, i.e. the denial of the findings of prevalent historiography. In such lyrics, the question of accountability is countered not (only) by stressing the idea of the noble aim of liberating Asia, but the historiographical position that Japan acted as an aggressor is declared untrue. In the case of a few explicit lyrics the accounts of wartime atrocities committed by the Japanese Imperial Army are dismissed as fiction, which is most unambiguously expressed in a song by Nakatani Ryūichi:
The Tōkyō Trials were a complete farce/ Without ever telling us the truth, it has been forced down our throats that Japan has incited the war and carried out massacres in Shi The term 'massacre' (tairyō gyakusatsu 大量虐殺) used in the above quotation probably refers to the Nanking Massacre, which is one of the most intensely debated issues relating to Japan's wartime past. Parts of the Japanese far-right faction advance the position that the massacre never occurred and that it is a mere construct of a historiography that was established by the occupation forces. What is also of importance in this regard is the problem of coming to terms with wartime history in school education, which is referred to in the lyrics above by the issue of (history) textbooks. The quoted song was released in 1990 and therefore a few years prior to the foundation of the controversial Atarashii rekishi kyōkasho o tsukuru-kai 新しい 歴史教科書をつくる会 (Japanese Society for History Textbook Reform), but, as Sven Saaler points out, the society's foundation had been preceded by a long history of revisionist tendencies in politics (2005: 71-80 ). Significant in this respect is the song's reference to the Tōkyō Trials, since views on history that accept Japanese war crimes as proven are dismissed by parts of the Japanese conservative and farright faction by the term 'Tōkyō Trial view of history' (Tōkyō saiban shikan 東京裁 判史観). This denomination implies the position that Japan was a wrongly convicted victim of those who emerged victorious from World War II, and that the Tōkyō Trials have introduced a biased historiography to the disadvantage of Japan (Takatori 2008: 81-82) . In some of the examined lyrics, those who do not disbelieve the prevalent view of history are defamed and the audience is incited to take action against them:
Without questioning the fictional history those cowards are laughing at their own country/ The red blood that's running through your veins you inherited from the past, so show your pride/ Fake patriots feign love for their country and lament about the fatherland/ It is our duty to purge [Japan from The expression 'fictional history' (kyokō no rekishi 虚構の歴史) used in these lyrics without a doubt refers to the historiographical debate on Japanese war crimes, whereas this rhetoric bears a striking resemblance to the contested book "Nankin gyakusatsu" no kyokō "南京虐殺"の虚構 (The Fiction of the "Nanking Massacre") 32 by the historian Tanaka Masaaki 田中正明 (1984) . Although the book was published only a few years prior to the 1992 release of the song quoted above, it would be untenable and somewhat exaggerated to claim that Tanaka's book had influenced the band Tettsui in their word choice. However, this rhetorical analogy illustrates the ideological proximity to Japanese historical revisionism or negationism that is intrinsic to large parts of the type of rock music under consideration.
In summary it can be determined that some of the attitudes expressed in the examined type of rock music concur with right-wing extremist positions. The viewpoint that the efforts of the Japanese wartime generation must not be disregarded can also be found in the declaration of intent of the Atarashii rekishi kyōkasho o tsukuru-kai (Tsukuru-kai 1997) . The idea that the invasion of Asia was in fact a war of liberation, the 'Greater East Asian War', which in the long run would have resulted in a unified, pacified East Asia, is often utilised for the justification of Japan's warfare. One prominent example of the post-war period is the controversial book Daitōa-sensō kōtei-ron 大東亜戦争肯定論 (Approval of the Greater East Asian War) by Hayashi Fusao 林房雄, which was published in 1963 and obtained approval among parts of Japanese politics as well as the general public (Duus 2008: 152; Saaler 2002: 26) . In recent years for instance the popular manga of Kobayashi Yoshinori 小林よしのり contributed to the dissemination of the view of history that Japan was not an aggressor but a liberator.
31 This song is taken from a record released by the American label Vulture Rock Records. Presumably because it was also intended to be sold on the non-Japanese market, the songs have Japanese as well as English titles. 32 Also published in English in the year 2000 under the title What Really Happened in Nanking: The Refutation of a Common Myth (Tanaka 2000) .
Violence and masculinity
Another significant characteristic of the phenomenon in question is the definite male predominance. With the exception of the female trio Akiakane and Amamiya Karin 雨宮処凛, the examined bands are all-male. This male predominance of the band line-ups is also reflected in a preoccupation with topics related to maleness. In this respect the type of rock music under consideration can be understood as an example of a homo-sociological form of popular culture. While representations of martial masculinity are a decisive topical element of the examined lyrics, topics related to women are only mentioned in two of the 180 lyrics analysed. In these two lyrics the portrayal of harmless, loving womanhood serves as a contrast to callous maleness. Women are depicted either as tender creatures or associated with the image of a caring, motherly wife: The latter quotation suggests an idealisation of conventional gender relations. While the man sets out to the rough, dangerous world of the open sea, the woman stays at home. In both quotations the image of women serves first and foremost as an enhancement of the concept of men. The antithesis of sensitive, timid womanhood tied to agriculture or housekeeping consolidates the image of the fearless, tough male warrior, labourer, and conqueror. According to Kurt Möller, in Germany it is primarily young men who form the basis of far-right groups, a fact that can to some extent be explained by the predominance of violent behaviour within right-wing extremist environments. Möller posits that it is precisely this prevailing atmosphere of violence what intrigues young men. The attractiveness of right-wing extremist environments lies not so much in the political ideas they offer as in the possibility for young men to perform a violent self-concept. The resulting violent demeanour is only later explained in accordance with ideological principles (Möller 2010: 28-29) . Although the situation of rightwing extremism in Japan may not be the same as in Germany, Möller's argument is also of interest for the type of rock music in question, since in the examined lyrics concepts of manhood are often accompanied by representations of violence. Notable in this respect are topics related to war and combat, serving as a means to reproduce male archetypes that stem from military cultures of certain idealised eras of the past, which have lost their meaning in modern society. The nexus of manhood and war becomes manifest in the contexts in which images of men come up:
The unrelenting spirit has turned into courage and is now raging on the battlefield/ The men become the wind and raise their war cry/ They tear the powerful enemy into pieces and raise the flag [...] (Brave 2003 : "Junshin" 純心 [Pure Heart]).
Since war is generally interpreted as the male raison d'être, the absence of war is conceived as a forfeiture of manhood. Peace is described as an unnatural, irrational state that contravenes the Japanese nature or yamatodamashii. In some of the examined lyrics a yearning for the days when Japan was still at war with her neighbouring countries becomes discernable:
Life is short, and in these days without combat, the birds do neither fly nor sing and the beasts don't howl/ We however, remember the day when those who died in battle went over there [...] (Yoroi 2003 : "Tenka no seiei/Chirite mo ato ni kaoru hana").
Besides the topical element of war, which can be seen as a particular form of violence, representations of masculinity contain other forms of violence, which roughly speaking can be divided into two categories. The first is violence directed against persons or groups that are regarded to be of higher social status. This kind of violence, which shall be described by the term 'resurgent violence', is aimed at expanding the in-group's sphere of influence. The second form of depictions of violence, which shall be called 'repressive violence', is violence that is perceived as a means to defend the in-group's sphere of influence against groups that are deemed a threat to their sovereignty. In this context violent assaults are above all directed against members of the state apparatus. Such assaults are described as a corrective measure to politics, which are accused of being preoccupied with irrelevant discussions: This quotation expresses the rejection of parliamentary politics that is characteristic of the examined type of rock music, which in turn is rooted in the rejection of discussion. Verbal exchange is dismissed as idle talk. Instead, the use of force is declared as the rightful way of regulating social friction. Several lyrics suggest that by the use of force the in-group will eventually turn to power. The following lyrics are representative of these visions of taking over control, which outline the in-group as a paramilitary conspiracy that is already planning a coup d'état:
At the dawn of a new era you rebels are conspiring in the dark/ Soon power will be before your eyes, so rise up with your fists of righteousness [...] (Bull the Buffalos 1993: "Bull the Buffalos").
Repressive violence in contrast involves acts of violence aimed at repelling the social influence of certain groups or in some cases of ideas. In this connection various groups are declared as enemies and a threat to the in-group's status. Paradoxically such concepts of the enemy are constructed against already marginal groups such as immigrants, drug addicts, or homosexuals that pose as the most minor threats to the in-group's sovereignty. Since however only the powerful can be viewed as a threat, a treacherous, malicious nature is ascribed to these marginal groups:
Immigrants that loot as much as they can/ Drug dealers that sell death to the young/ Homos, junkies, and traitors/ Crush these maggots that infest our fatherland!/ Oh Japanese spirit living in our hearts! Turn into a lightning and burn everything to the ground!/ Who will save our bleeding fatherland from the arrogant devils that feast on our flesh and blood?/ Let's restore the justice, the order and the veracity of our fatherland with our own hands!/ Now justice will resurrect/ The new order shall be in our hands [...] . (Tettsui 1992 : "Raimei/Lightning Strikes" 雷鳴 [Thunder/Lightning Strikes]).
It can be assumed that the reason why the groups mentioned in the above quotation are declared as enemies is not so much the physical threat they pose. Rather a certain deviance these groups represent is feared to displace what is regarded as a natural Japanese social order. Marginal groups are branded as enemies on the grounds of their mere existence, because it is contradictory to the presumption of a homogeneous society. Homosexuality comes up solely in the above quotation, where it is implicitly depicted as betrayal of an idealised bellicose masculinity. However, this reference to the topic of homosexuality should not be overestimated. Contrary to what one might expect, homophobia is not characteristic of the lyrics under consideration. Although the general emphasis on camaraderie suggests a certain homoerotic element, topics related to love and sexuality are excluded, whereas the propagated ideal of a man can be described as an asexual warrior that shows affection only towards his country.
As exemplified by the above quotation, in some of the examined lyrics claims to preside over the public order (chitsujo 秩序) are expressed. In this context the ingroup is portrayed as a vigilante group whose purpose is to restrain the excessiveness of an allegedly over-permissive society. This comes to the fore in the illiberal attitude that is expressed throughout large parts of the examined lyrics: Does the outcry of the heroes reach your hearts?/ They allow everything to one another, but there are rules that have to be followed by all means/ Burn down the feigned freedom and peace with the flame of anger [...] (Bull the Buffalos 1993: "Chi to meiyo").
Generally speaking, the type of rock music under examination reproduces masculinities that rely on self-assertion through the use of force. Möller, who locates a comparable concept of masculinity in the German right-wing extremist context, notes that this kind of comprehension of manhood may seem obsolete within modern societies, but is still prevailing in right-wing extremist environments (2010: 34). Drawing on R. W. Connell's influential concept of 'hegemonic masculinity,' Fabian Virchow states that in Germany the soldierly concept of manhood has lost its hegemonic status after World War II-a fact that without a doubt can also be assumed with regard to Japan. Although marginalised within present society, this soldierly masculinity still holds a hegemonic status within the right-wing extremist male selfconcept. Virchow notes that this militaristic concept is not just an alternative script of manhood intended for their own ranks, but also functions as a counter concept to prevalent masculinities (2010: 46) .
A determining factor of the construction of masculinity is a certain idea of physicalness. As Connell observes, masculinity is often regarded as something that emanates from the body, whereas behavioural patterns that are perceived as typically male are explained by alleged bodily dispositions. This is for instance reflected in the common belief that men are by nature more aggressive than women and have an innate urge to violence (Connell 2005: 45) . This idea that (male) actions are predetermined by corporal drives is a fundament of this music. The irrepressible urge to fight, which already has been touched upon in the context of the term 'blood', is in some lyrics connected to depictions of masculinity. The following quotation is a representative example of this nexus of aggressiveness and manhood. Here the blood that drives its bearer to fight is described as 'manful' (ōshiki 雄々しき):
The untamed spirit awakes the heart/ The manful blood is howling, telling me to fight/ The genuine, ferocious fighting instinct / My raging heart is like a wolf [...] (Tettsui 1992 : "Jinrō butai/Werwolf").
In an examination of body concepts in skinheads, Möller posits that their accentuation of physicalness can be understood as a reaction to the primacy of language in post-modern societies, which is perceived as a taming of maleness (Möller 2008: 236) . As indicated above in the context of the disapproval of parliamentary politics, the examined type of rock music is characterised by a rejection of verbal exchange, while violent conflict is legitimated. The notion that physical strength and the use of force overrule any verbal argument is for instance expressed as follows: According to Möller, the above-mentioned concept of manhood is disproportioned to the requirements of modern social order for three reasons (2008: 236-237) . First, this comprehension of manhood declines to accept the pluralisation of gender identities and perceives the process of social differentiation as a threat. This aspect is reflected in the examined lyrics in an implicit endorsement of clear-cut gender roles and an explicit idealisation of violent masculinity. Second, this comprehension of manhood conflicts with the growing individualisation of post-industrial societies since it is largely based on conventional ideas of community. In this respect the imaginary community that is represented in the examined lyrics through the in-group can be understood as a homo-social collective aimed at countering the isolation of the individual. The third rift between this comprehension of manhood and the requirements of modern social order lies in the refusal to subordinate bodily impulses to the rationalisations of modern lifestyles. As illustrated above, in the type of rock music under consideration an almost unrestrained force is ascribed to the (male) body.
Conclusion
The findings of the lyrical content analysis presented in the above discussion justify the conclusion that the musical phenomenon in question can indeed be defined as a Japanese form of right-wing rock. For one, the specific vocabulary contains terms such as 'yamatodamashii', the 'Japanese spirit', which imply certain myths about the origin of Japan and the Japanese people and have a long history of nationalistic and/or militaristic interpretations. Furthermore it has been shown that the term 'blood' plays a crucial role in the vocabulary of the subject of enquiry. As indicated by various quotations, the represented concept of 'nation' is largely based on the idea of blood heritage. Admittedly some of the terms of the analysed vocabulary are used with specific connotations that have to be assessed against the background of Japanese history and culture. Thus it has to be taken into account that certain semantic shifts that arise from translation are to some extent inevitable. Nevertheless several aspects of the vocabulary of the type of rock music under examination, as for instance the idea that blood is the essence of (national) pride, are symptomatic of the language of right-wing rock. Another characteristic of the linguistic properties of right-wing rock can be seen in a specific fomenting rhetoric. Arguing that the Japanese nation is about to disintegrate, some of the examined lyrics call for radical measures. In this context the two signal words 'tachiagaru' (to rise/to stand up) and 'tachimukau' (to resist/to fight against) are used. What is noteworthy is that such calls for action are often accompanied by representations of masculinity. The bellicose manhood that is idealised in large parts of the examined lyrics is defined by the social function to protect the national community and, at the same time, to advance the restoration of values that are imagined to have become lost. With regard to the specific vocabulary this is reflected in the frequent use of terms such as 'mamoru' (to protect/to defend), 'mamorinuku' (to protect to the end), or 'torimodosu' (to restore/to regain).
The topics comprised in the examined lyrics also substantiate the conclusion that the type of rock music in question can be defined as right-wing rock. Decidedly the most prominent topical element is war, whereas war is almost without exception portrayed in a positive way. As has been illustrated in the context of the imagery of falling cherry petals and the tokkōtai attacks, going to, as well as dying at, war is often associated with juvenile adventurism. Furthermore war is the determinant of the concept of manhood represented in the lyrics. In a manner of speaking, war is depicted as the natural environment of men, which implies a socio-biologist determinism that (Japanese) men are born to fight.
Among topics related to war, World War II holds a central position. Noticeable in this respect is that both the situation of present society and Japan's current position in global politics are explained by the defeat. The prevailing tone of the examined lyrics suggests that the spiritual and moral condition of Japanese society has deteriorated since the end of World War II. Particularly the renunciation of militarist thought is condemned as a denial of the bellicose nature of yamatodamashii. With regard to global politics, present Japanese society is accused of cowardice, whereas some bands particularly decry Japan's relation to the US as submissive behaviour.
Another characteristic that defines the phenomenon in question as right-wing rock can be seen in the approach towards Japan's wartime past. Stressing the notion of victimhood, in many cases the hardship and grief that the Japanese civil population had to endure are emphasised. At the same time the actions of those who were actively involved in the war are glorified or trivialised. In regard to this characteristic, parts of the examined lyrics rely on right-wing extremist apologetics, such as the idea that the invasion of Asia was a war of liberation, while the Pacific War is generally portrayed as defensive warfare.
Although the linguistic and topical similarities summarised above justify the term 'right-wing rock', the musical phenomenon in question cannot be compared to Western equivalents in all respects. The subject of enquiry differs significantly from what is commonly understood as right-wing rock insofar as racist thought is not a fundamental property of the lyrical contents. Only very few lyrics of the analysed sample contain dehumanisations of immigrants and other marginal groups. On the whole racist or xenophobic agitation, which is a keystone of right-wing extremist forms of music in other countries, is largely absent in the analysed form of music. Here racist tendencies are rather expressed through aggrandisements of their own racially defined collective, which becomes evident in the context the term 'blood' is used.
With regard to the specific vocabulary and language usage, as well as the ideological contents, the examined musical phenomenon exhibits great similarities with Western right-wing extremist forms of rock music. Particularly the way the wartime past of one's own country is handled shows certain parallels to the lyrics of German right-wing rock, which may be due to the-in some respects comparable-role both countries played in World War II.
In lieu of a closing remark it shall be pointed out that Japanese right-wing rock constitutes a rewarding field for further examinations. Analyses of the reception could for instance address questions relating to the significance the audience attributes to the lyrics. In addition, transcultural comparative lyrical content analyses of right-wing rock could contribute to a deeper understanding of the right-wing extremist ideas that are emerging within modern popular cultures around the world. Diachronic comparative studies could examine rhetorical similarities of Japanese rightwing rock and the gunka 軍歌, i.e. Japanese 'military songs' that were an integral part of the propaganda of the Imperial Japanese Army . Several stylistic elements of the examined lyrics such as the frequently used phrase chi wa moeru 血 は燃える (the blood is burning) 33 or the equation of falling cherry petals and falling soldiers are in all likelihood derived from the imagery of gunka.
